Abstract - Multiple views face recognition has become significant in various requisitions, such as observation, human workstation connection and recreation. A reduction based feature extraction and neural network inspired by biological neurons for learning and recognizing the multiple views faces of the person has been presented in this paper. NN is significant in the places where formulating an algorithmic solution is difficult and we need to retrieve the structure from existing and predefined data. Multi-view face recognition is required here because it’s more feasible and reliable than single view face recognition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Security of public places from terrorist organizations has become a matter of paramount importance for government. Marker or secret word based approval is common to the point that we can choose the hack of our choice. Biometrics talks of generous elective but they continue of lacunas as well. For example, Iris checking is particularly healthy yet irrationally interfering; finger impressions are publicly avowed, but it’s not suitable to non-consentient persons. Obviously, face recognition shows to an unusual argument off between what’s publicly agreeable and what’s dependable, actually when working under meticulous situations. It’s a biometric based credentials or verification of people from digital image or video frame from diverse videos. Faces are recognized by extracting and examining features from the images of the importance. So, we decided to suggest multi-view facial recognition process by morphological features through ANN. Multi-view face recognition, now, is a point of contemplation because in the real world greater than 80% faces in real images are non-frontal. Morphological features are self-determining of all the effects like expressions, feelings, illuminations, backgrounds, obstruction, etc. Here, three dissimilar views (up, front and down) have been taken presented below in the fig 1.

Fig 1: a) Front View, b) Down View and c) Up View

A. Why Artificial Neural Network (ANN)?

The ANN helps when we cannot frame an algorithmic clarification. Like conventional computer uses an algorithm solution i.e. computer follow a set of instruction to resolve certain problem but this doesn’t happens with artificial neural network. ANN learns by training, to perform specific task programming is difficult [11].

B. Purpose of using Feed-Forward Back-propagation Algorithm (FF-BPA)

The reason for using FF-BPA in ANN is its efficacy and dependability. The multi layered ANN has many limitations like it is restricted to do restricted number of jobs. By back propagation algorithm we are able to regulate the weights of processing units i.e. neuron for bringing more learning in our neural network. The other idea behind using this procedure is to regulate the error in the hidden layers for minimizing the net error.

C. Training Function

For training the neural network TRAINSCG function is used for its memory-efficient function. It’s used for big dataset and appraises weights and biases by scaled conjugate gradient method. Training of the network stops when any of the subsequent conditions meet:

- Maximum number of iteration has reached.
- Optimum Performance is achieved.
- Gradient has reached minimum.
- Maximum time limit exceeded.
- Validation achieved is maximized.

D. Learning Function

Calculation of the alteration in weight for a specific neuron from the given input and the error, uses this learning function. Here, LEARN-GDM is used.

E. Transfer Function (TANSIG)

Calculation of the output of the layer from its net input is done here. Diverse transfer functions are given below.

Input data is given as a parameter and matrix having size equal to the matrix size of input data and having values between -1 and 1 is returned by TANSIG or the Tan-Sigmoid transfer function. Graph showing the relationship between input and output is given in the figure 2.

It is Log-Sigmoid transfer function i.e. LOGSIG takes input data as a parameter and returns a matrix having size equal to the matrix size of input data and having values
between 0 and 1. Graph showing the relationship between input and output is shown in the figure 3.

![Graph showing the relationship between input and output](image.png)

Here, use of logsig function indicates that input data is normalized between 0 and 1 and the demand of output is between 0 and 1.

F. Regression

It talk about how the actual and the target output are related and linked to each other. Target values is the dependable variable over here and is related to other as independent. Variables whose values are guessed or are not based on result are the dependent variables and the independent variables result is based on actual output. Its classified as below:

G. Linear

Graph shows the relationship between target and the independent variable. It’s a straight line in Fig 4.

![Graph showing the relationship between target and the independent variable](image.png)

H. Non-Linear

Graph shows relationship between target and predictors and is not linear in the Fig 5.

![Graph showing the relationship between target and predictors and is not linear](image.png)

III. METHODOLOGY

A. Preprocessing

Initially, interested and the image to focused is read into the file. Reducing the dimension of the image and to is convert into gray image is the following step. Now an 2-D image is formed. After this, edges in the image are pointed out using Sobel edge detection method. Sobel edge detection is a unique method, which formulates an rough idea of the gradient of image intensity. Either Sobel gives corresponding gradient vector or its normalized value for each pixel of the image. Its computation is based on the convolution of image matrix with a small integer valued filter in horizontal direction and vertical direction. It uses 3*3 matrix for is shown as below:

\[
G_x = \begin{bmatrix}
-1 & 0 & +1 \\
-2 & 0 & +2 \\
-1 & 0 & +1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
\[
G_y = \begin{bmatrix}
+1 & +2 & +1 \\
0 & 0 & 0 \\
-1 & -2 & -1 \\
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Equation 1: Sobel mask

Where, \(A\)=image matrix.
The coupled slope mask has lines of high distinction in the picture. These lines don't exactly show the layout of the object of investment. Juxtaposed with the first picture, perforations are seen in the lines circumscribing the item in the gradient mask. The straight perforations dissipate if the Sobel picture is broadened using immediate organizing components, which we can make with the ability.

The parallel slope mask is enlarged by the to down organizing component reproduced by the even organizing. The photo gets expanded by the imidilate extent. The dilated slope vein indicates the diagram of the cell pleasantly, however there are still openings in the inside of the cell. The openings are filled using the imfill capacity.

B. Feature Extraction

After division of face images into different segments, we intensity-weighted centroids of all different parts are computed. The diagram is as shown below.

Labeling of divided regions is done using bwwlabel and then using the regionprops functions the PixelIdxList and PixelList are to be computed. The values of x and y coordinates of each divided area are found by PixelList and PixelIdxList is used to compute the grayscale values for each pixel in the divided area, and thus the centroid. After centroid of each segment is found, those segments which are of interest as shown below in the figure. After finding the centroids, the distance between two eyes and the nose length are calculated respectively by Euclidean distance and Pythagorean triplet formula.

Other features are also taken in the same way.

\[ D = \sqrt{(x_1 - x_2)^2 + (y_1 - y_2)^2} \]

Equation 2: Euclidean distance and Pythagorean triplet formula

Thirteen features of 200 people in three positions (upper, front and lower view) have been taken. The following features are as shown in the table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. N.</th>
<th>Facial Features Extracted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Right Eye Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Right Eye Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Right Eye Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Left Eye Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Left Eye Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Left Eye Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Mouth Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mouth Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Nose Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Face Width</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Face Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Face Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Center of Mass</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Facial Features Extracted

C. The Viola-Jones face detector: Methods

Here the principle is to read a sub-window which can recognize faces over a given set of input image. The standard approach is to resize the image to various sizes and then the fixed size detector is run on these images. This is a time consuming approach as we calculate the various size images.

On the other hand Viola-Jones rescales the detector rather than doing it with the input image and runs the detector several times through the image – each time varying the image size. It can be thought that the approaches consume equal time, but Viola-Jones has made a size invariant detector, it requires the same number of calculations irrespective of the size. This detector is constructed by integral image and also using rectangular features reminiscent which is Haar wavelets.

In further part we tell about this.

D. The scale invariant detector

Firstly in the Viola-Jones face detection algorithm the input image is transformed to an integral image. We do this by equating every pixel to the overall sum of all pixels above and to the left of that pixel. This is as shown in Fig 6.

![Fig 6: The Integral Image](Image)

Thus we can calculate the sum of all pixels inside any given rectangle from four values. These values represent the pixels in the integral image these pixels overlap with the corners of the rectangle in the input image. This is as shown in the Fig 7.

![Fig 7: Sum Calculation](Image)

It is visible from the figure that Rectangle B and C include Rectangle A thus area of A has to be added to get the required area.

So it is clearly visible that sum of pixels in the arbitrary rectangles can very well be calculated. The Viola-Jones face detector utilizes a given sub window consisting of two or more arbitrary rectangles, which exhibit certain types of features, some of which are shown in Fig 8.

![Fig 8: The different Types of features](Image)
base resolution of 24*24 pixels gives satisfactory results. As depicted in table 1 a total of 160000 features can be obtained on allowing all shapes and sizes. This number thus totally outnumbers the 576 features that were obtained previously using binary PSO-NN.

The flow chart of binary PSO-NN is shown below in the Fig 9:

![Flow Chart of PSO-BP](image)

**Fig 9: Flow Chart of PSO-BP**

The local optimum solution is searched using FFBP algorithm. The FF-BPA uses following steps to learn:

- In a training set, each input pattern is given to the input unit and then propagated forward.
- The error is calculated when the pattern arrives the outer layer by comparing it with the actual output unit.
- The errors so calculated for each and every output pattern are thus propagated back form output to input to maintain the balance of weight for each pattern.
- After the back-propagation being able to learn proper or right calculations, this is then tested for the other remaining signals.

The working of the BP algorithm is shown below in the Fig 10:

![Working of BP](image)

**Fig 10: Working of BP**

The weight factor for the hidden-layer neurons front input layer is calculated using the formula

\[
W^{(k+1)}_{ij} = W^{(k)}_{ij} - \gamma \frac{\partial E^{(k)}}{\partial W^{(k)}_{ij}}
\]

**Equation 3: Weight Factor**

Here k denotes the number of iteration, I denotes index of input neuron, j denotes index of hidden neurons. Error is calculated using the formula

\[
E = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{p} (t_i - o_i)^2
\]

**Equation 4: Error**

Here, p denotes the number of output neurons, l denotes index of neurons, t1 and O1 are the target and actual outputs. The activation, net function and output are calculated using the formulae given below.

\[
S_i = \frac{1}{1 + e^{(-\text{net}_i)}}
\]

\[
\text{net}_i = \sum_{l=1}^{m} W_{il} S_{il} + W_{i+1}
\]

\[
O_i = \sum_{l=1}^{m} V_{il} S_{il} + V_{i+1}
\]

**Equation 5: Activation, Net Function and Output**

Here n denotes number of input neurons, m denotes num of output neurons. FF-BPA is shown using following flow diagram in the Fig 11.

![Flow Chart of FF-BPA](image)

**Fig 11: FF-BPA Flow Chart**

The features used by the neural network have been shown below in the table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Network</th>
<th>FF-BPA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Learning Function</td>
<td>LEARNGDGM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function for Performance</td>
<td>MSE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of total Layers</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input layer neurons</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden layer neurons</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function for Transfer</td>
<td>LOGSIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function for Training</td>
<td>TRAINSCG</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Parameters for NN**

Upper, front and lower all the three unlike views have been taken into account. Now there are 50 samples having
nine illustration of each. Then, some distinct attributes, let's say six from each image are extracted. 300 rows and 14 columns form the dataset.

Attributes from the images have been pulled out in order to allow dataset to give as the input to ANN to learn. The next operation will be performed with the help of extracted features which are saved in excel. Once all the attributes are extracted, the maximum value of each attribute is calculated followed by all values of each attribute which are further divided by the maximum value of respective attribute. It brings all the values between 0 to 1 and this is called normalization. Features in excel have been shown as below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute 1</th>
<th>Attribute 2</th>
<th>Attribute 3</th>
<th>Attribute 4</th>
<th>Attribute 5</th>
<th>Attribute 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
<td>Value 5</td>
<td>Value 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
<td>Value 5</td>
<td>Value 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 4</td>
<td>Value 5</td>
<td>Value 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Extracted Feature Values

The extracted dataset has been divided into following three categories:

E. Training dataset

The weight of neural dataset is adjusted in order to control and minimize the error of the data by training dataset also used for learning the neural network. Here, a large percentage of the dataset 60% has been used for training the neural network. This dataset serves as input of the NN tool.

F. Testing dataset

The features of the person used for training the neural network are taken into account in this dataset. Majorly used to cross examine the outcomes of the trained network and to confirm the predictive power of the network. Here, 40 percent of the dataset has been used and makes us sure if our model is able to recognize characters or not.

G. Validation dataset

This data-set is used to reduce the over-fitting and the network is unknown to this data-set. Accuracy of the trained network is measured with the help of this data set. The condition of over-fitting the network is when the precision for the data-set of training increases but the precision of validation dataset remains constant.

H. Target dataset

In each column of the target dataset, values corresponding to each person instance are taken as 1 rest all values are kept 0. It is prepared to set target for the Neural Network to learn. The prepared target dataset is shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person 1</th>
<th>Person 2</th>
<th>Person 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
<td>Value 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
<td>Value 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
<td>Value 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

The experiment has been conducted on a 100 individuals. Each individual has three views and each view has 5 samples. Their images have been taken under constant light so as to ensure that their all five views look alike. The dataset has been divided into 60%-40% in which 60% dataset has been used for training and 40% dataset has been used for testing the trained PSONN. The similarity in face images helped in better edge detection and segmentation process leading to smooth extraction of different features of every particular individual. This constant light effect helped in achieving 95% accuracy on testing dataset and 93% on training dataset.

A. Training Performance

Regression tells how the actual output is close to the target output. It depicts the relationship between the target values being the dependant variable and the one or more than one independent variable. The dependent variables are those variables whose values are to be predicted and the independent variables are those variables which form the basis of prediction results. The regression graph obtained in the training phase is shown below in the fig 12.

B. Testing Performance

Fig. 12: Regression Graph
VI. LIMITATION AND FUTURE WORK

Facial recognition is becoming difficult job and thus facial recognition system should be independent of any type of constraints. In this paper, Independence of pose, expression, orientation and presence of accessories is deeply and solely are taken into considerations. But, there is a drawback that the face images have been taken under constant light effect. Under variable light effect, result may not be the same for sure. Also, only digital images are taken into considerations, which can be extended for video-based face recognition as it has an upper hand over still digital images.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

Inference drawn from the Experiment of Tiwari et al on Grimace face database using morphological feature method is that due to robustness in the light effect, was somewhere in between 60% to 70% and they performed only on front view. In this paper, three views are considered, up view, down view and front view, and all the images have been taken under constant light effect. This constant light effect improved the final outcome and performance has reached to 91% for training dataset and 91% for testing dataset.